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the second time i tried with windows 10 x64, i downloaded the windows 10 drivers and they would not install. i could not get the windows 8.1 drivers to load and then the windows 7 drivers to load. i have tried loading the drivers under unsecured
boot, however, they were not loaded. the only drivers that would load were the windows 7 drivers and the driver that came with the sd-50 module. i have done all of this with a usb midi interface. i was using the roland sound and midi module ua5

under windows 7 x64. i then upgraded to windows 8.1 x64 and the ua5 would not load the driver. i tried the drivers from the roland website, however, the ua5 would not load the driver. i had the same issue with windows 10 x64 with the roland ua5
module. the windows 10 driver will load, however, it does not load the ua5 module. the only drivers that would load were the windows 7 drivers and the driver that came with the sd-50 module. to be honest, i have just got the most basic of the
edirols, the ua25. as this is a usb audio adapter device, it is effectively a little sound card and i have just spent £40 on it! i have just set it up and downloaded the drivers to get it running in windows 10. i have not tested it in previous versions of
windows, but i imagine that it is the same. follow the same instructions as for roland, but this time make sure you plug the ua25 into usb a as opposed to b (if you plug it into the usb b port, it won't recognise it). if you are using a mac, make sure

that the mac has drivers for the ua25. i have tested it on a mac 10.11.3 and it works fine. if you are using a pc, this should work fine on any windows system, but please let me know if you run into any problems.
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